Abundance and space use are key population-level parameters used to inform management and conservation decisions 9 of rare and elusive species, for which monitoring resources can be limited, potentially affecting quality of 10 model-based inference. Recently-developed methods that integrate multiple data sources arising from the same 11 ecological process have typically been focused on data from well-defined sampling protocols, i.e. structured data sets.
INTRODUCTION
encounter probabilities (the observation process), and the spatial distribution of individuals across the landscape 142 (density, the ecological state process). We adopt a Bayesian analysis of the model (Royle and Young 2008; Gardner 143 et al. 2010) and assume that individual encounter data, y i jk , representing whether or not individual i was detected in 144 trap j in occasion k, are Bernoulli random variables with success probability p i jk , i.e., the encounter probability: 145 y i jk ∼ Bernoulli(p i jk ).
(1)
Encounter probabilities in SCR are assumed to decline with distance between a trap (x) and an individuals activity 146 center (s) according to some decreasing function; here we use the commonly applied half-normal encounter model 147 and allow for sex-specific variation in the parameters:
where σ sex is the sex-specific spatial scale parameter that determines the decrease in encounter probability as the 149 distance between trap j and individual i's activity center (d(x j , s i )), increases. The parameter p 0,i jk is the baseline 150 encounter probability and can itself be modelled as a function of individual-(i), trap-( j) and occasion-(k) specific 151 covariates. Specifically, we modelled the baseline encounter probability as a function of sex, trap type (trap: hair trap 152 or rub tree), and, to account for the different time elapsed between consecutive sample occasions in each trap, time 153 since last check (time) using standard logistic regression:
The Using a binomial point process model, the per-pixel intensity, µ(s), is modelled as a log-linear function of 'd.release':
and the probability that an individual activity center is located in a pixel, π(s) is given by:
This is the standard formulation of a Bayesian SCR model with a sex-specific half-normal encounter probability not for unobserved (augmented) individuals so was modelled as an individual random effect to be estimated:
where ω sex is the population-level sex ratio. We expected detectability to vary significantly 168 between sexes and trap type, and to be positively related to the time since last check, expected space use to vary by 169 sex, and thus that sex-specific σ values would differ, and finally we expected density to decline with distance from the 170 release point.
171
The spatial encounter histories for the standard SCR analysis were generated for detections from a J = 188-trap 172 array consisting of hair traps and rub trees across K = 5 sampling occasions ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 ). Data were formatted 
where,
The parameters of this bivariate normal model can be related directly to the SCR half-normal encounter probability TABLES Table 2 : Posterior parameter estimates achieved using SCR data alone or integrated with other systematic (telemetry) and opportunistic (opp) information available for the brown bear population in the Italian Alps. Parameters are denoted as follows: number of males and females, N m and N f , respectively; scale parameter of the Gaussian kernel, which relates to space usage of females and males, σ f and σ m , respectively; baseline encounter probability (p 0 ) intercept, γ 0 ; effect of being male on p 0 , γ 1 ; effect of trap type on p 0 , γ 2 ; effect of time since last check on p 0 , γ 3 ; density intercept, β 0 ; effect of distance from the release point on density, β 1 ; data augmentation parameter, ψ; probability of being a male, ω sex . Estimates are reported for a 4-km resolution of the state space grid. 
